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HAPPY EASTER FROM MR JONES
As I write, our skiing party has just returned from a brilliant week in Austria, families are enjoying their own
holiday breaks and staff and pupils are relishing the chance to rest and relax prior to what promises to be a
fantastic summer term. Before that, it is good to reflect on the achievements of the past few months.
We returned to school in January to welcome our new Gap students, Miss Dickson and Mr Hutchings, who have
both made a fantastic impact on the lives of the children and the school to date. They have quickly got to know
the SG families and have shown great commitment to all aspects of school life, not least our world of music. I
must thank them for their efforts in the orchestra and on the sports field.
This edition of the SG Messenger will provide a glimpse of the many exciting events that have taken place and I
am confident that our children thoroughly enjoy every aspect of learning that goes on during the school day. We
have expressed it in song and it stands out in the way the children live their daily lives: we love reading, we love
counting, we love exploring and playing. We experience both the joy of winning and the despair of defeat and
we learn such important lessons on sharing and empathising and how to put others’ interests first before our
own. We have celebrated house successes—well done to Conrad House on winning Jelly the Giraffe in the Final
Assembly—and individual triumphs, including scholarship achievements and individual drama, reading and
music exam successes.
Our Forest School adventures have continued to inspire and
instil confidence in the children. We have also been
challenged by special visitors to the school and charitable
causes. We loved the dressing up day in March, the many
colourful assemblies and, of course, the exuberance and
enthusiasm of the performers in ‘Dragon Days’.
I trust everyone will enjoy a well-earned and refreshing
holiday.
Happy Easter!
Thank you to the parents & staff who looked after the children in Austria.

SPRING GROVE SUMMER BALL
We are delighted that ticket sales have started
for the Summer Ball and tables are selling fast.
We are offering tables of 8 or 10 but please
don't worry if you can't fill a whole table, as
we will happily accommodate everyone.
Deadline for the payment of tables is one
month prior to the event—Friday 17th May.
The evening promises to be great fun and with
your support the funds raised will, this year,
stay entirely at school to enhance the learning
and fun for our children.
The 'circus' theme will be rolled out across the
school curriculum next term providing
entertainment and fun for the remainder of the
academic year!
If you have any questions, please do contact
your Ball Committee: Louise, Carine, Vicky,
Suzie, and Jeanette.
Tickets are available from the School Office

UNIFORM SALE ON 24 APRIL
Our uniform supplier Simmonds will be in the School Hall on the
first day of the Summer term

Wednesday 24 April
8am—9.30am
10% discount on all purchases on the day

In addition families of pupils at Spring Grove School are invited to
purchase uniform in Tunbridge Wells at an in-store sales event
Monday 1st July—Saturday 6th July 2019
10% discount 1st July—6th July only

MAD TRIP
Our MAD winners enjoyed a morning at the
Brandreth’s Farm in Westwell.
These children win the award as they have
‘Made a Difference’ in school, this term.
Congratulations to:
Prep 6 - Aneira P & Darcey C
Prep 5 - Jack E & Faith B
Prep 4 - Scarlett W-J & Finn C
Prep 3 - Isabella P-K
Year 2 - Frank W & Harry N
Year 1 - Myra T & George R

SING-A-LONG-A THE GREATEST
SHOWMAN
Ken Lutz has reserved 30 tickets for the Sing-a-long of the
World's Greatest Showman at the Marlowe Theatre on 15
June 2019, 11am. Cost is £15 per ticket—Row G in the
stalls. Fancy dress is
strongly encouraged and
full audience participation
essential. You, the
audience will rewrite the
stars! Please note this is a
screening of the movie
not a live stage show.
For tickets contact
secretary@sgpta.co.uk

Last chance for
reserving tickets is
12 April.

EASTER SERVICE IN WYE CHURCH
This was a lovely Easter service; on a cold and rainy afternoon
the music and readings brought a touch of Spring to the church.
After a musical introduction from Thomas B and Alfie A, the SG
orchestra accompanied hymns and songs including ‘Amazing
Grace’, ‘Guide Me, O thou great Redeemer’ and ‘Make Me a
Channel of your Peace’. The readings from Prep 6 were, as
always, excellently delivered, and after an address from Revd
Ravi Holy the service ended with a rousing performance of ‘This
Little Light of Mine’. The retiring collection was for Wye Church
and the South African Schools Project.

ARTIST OF THE WEEK
Our final Artist of the Week for the Spring term is May C for
her excellent work on the topic of Sutton Hoo.

We have decided to launch a very exciting campaign called the Big Battery Hunt. In school your child will learn
how important it is to recycle batteries and what happens when people don’t.
The children have been challenged to find and collect as many batteries as possible, please help them do this.
They can be as creative as they like by going to work spaces, places of worship, local businesses and the wider
community to enlist everyone to help make sure that no battery ends up in landfill.
The children will be supplied with a collection box, please get them to bring this into school when it is full so that
we can add it to the main container and enter the competition.
Please visit https://nationalschoolspartnership.com/initiatives/bigbatteryhunt/ for more information about the
campaign plus a break-down of all the prizes that the school and your children could win.
The competition ends on Monday 3rd June, so please make sure your child brings in their batteries before then.

EARLY YEARS EASTER BONNET
PARADE
There were some truly impressive Easter creations on
display in the
annual Easter
Bonnet parade,
which took
place in front
of the whole
school on the
last day of
term.

KS1 FUN RUN PHOTOS
If you would like to order photographs from this event,
please see the information below from DE Photo.
Click this link to view photos: Schools\Spring Grove
School\2019\Mini Cross Country 25th March
The event code for this event is:
read

Office Space Available


Flexible serviced office space in Wye village.



2 first floor offices to rent on flexible terms, either
daily/monthly basis



Cost £200 per month per office/£25 per day/£10
per hour
Please contact Malcolm Vint for more details on
01233 812606

‘DRAGON DAYS’ GALLERY

Our Captains and Vice-Captain of School gave their summary of the term in
Final Assembly:
Alice: This term there have been many successful and exciting events including
but not limited to: House sports which Austen dominated, though Conrad did
draw 1st place in House hockey.
Prep 3 and 4 worked hard in the drama department this term, and managed to
perform a fantastic production named ‘Dragon Days’, in which a family
inherited their aunt’s house in a rural village named Stumbledorf and the son
of the family named “Tommy” fulfils a prophecy with a slight twist.
Christian: Forest School has changed slightly this year in terms of classes which
participate and finally after waiting for three years, Prep 6 got to build
mediocre bows on a consistent basis.
The majority of Prep 5 have been working extremely hard this year to prep for
their 11+ which I can remember nothing of, so I can assure them the suffering
doesn’t last forever.
There has also been a reading competition for KS1 and KS2 which left us all on
the edge of our non-existent seats as we listened to Shaysha and the rest of 3C
explain how everyone’s limbs got torn off in excruciating detail.
Celina: This term we have been extremely lucky as no-one decided to catapult
themselves out a window or even get a pencil stuck in their ear, (to my
knowledge anyway). So all in all I believe that this has been a moderately
successful term!
Next term, we are looking forward to the Prep 5 & 6 play: ‘Rock Bottom’,
which we will be preparing for next term. We will also be looking forward to
the Tewkesbury Trip and our first aid training. As well as doing the
centrepieces for the circus-themed Summer Ball.

HAPPY EASTER EVERYBODY!

FOREST SCHOOL
It has been another eventful term for SG’s Forest School, not least because Prep 5 have handed over to Prep 6
for their long-awaited first timetabled session in the woods and maiden visit to the new site. Over the last 11
weeks the site has continued to be alive with the sounds of laughter, singing,
sawing, chopping and storytelling as all the children have explored, built, cooked,
crafted and played in all weathers. Mr Curtis’s new hot menu has provided warm
sustenance to adults and children alike and has led to the building of a new
kitchen shelter (complete with recycled dinner bell) for the safe preparation and
serving of food and drink in the woods.
Forest School has led the Eco-Brick challenge which has so far created over 30 Eco
-Bricks and removed upwards of 20kg of plastic waste from landfill. Our next
initiative over the Easter Holidays will be ‘The Big Battery Hunt’ so please bring your old batteries into school
for recycling.
On the field, our first ‘Place to Be’ eco-dome has been built by Prep 3 and 4 out of chestnut pails that have
been coppiced from our old site at King’s Wood. The dome will be ready for use from the start of next term
and will be suitably decorated over the coming weeks.
Our reputation has continued to grow and we continue to advise and mentor other Forest Schools around the
country. Most recently we were visited by a delegation from Devonshire Hill Nursery & Primary School in
Haringey who hope to replicate our model in an inner city setting.
THE FUTURE
As we look forward to the Summer term and beyond there are a lot of exciting developments on the horizon.
The team will be looking to further expand the infrastructure by improving the kitchen area and creating a
permanent shelter for the workshop area. We are still waiting to hear about our funding request through
Tesco’s ‘Bags for Change’ scheme to provide us with an eco-friendly composting toilet on site.
Summer will also see the continuation of Beach School across the year groups. Both Year 2 and Prep 6 will be
taking part in Kent Wildlife Trust’s lottery -funded ‘Guardians of the Deep’ programme at St Margaret’s Bay
over a five-week period.
In another exciting future development, SG has been very lucky to be invited to be part of an 18-month Forest
School exchange with schools from Turkey, Lithuania and Poland as
part of the European Union’s Erasmus+ initiative. The exchange is
planned to begin in November 2019 and the overall objective is to
provide pupils at early childhood and primary education with the
opportunity to cooperate with children of their own age at
international level. It has the aim of exploring nature, learning and
developing both personally and academically through Forest School
activities within an intercultural atmosphere. As part of the exchange,
there will be the opportunity for staff and children to travel to each of the locations for a 5-day fact-finding
trip. All travel and subsistence costs will be fully funded by the scheme. We will also be hosting our European
partners for a reciprocal visit.
As ever, Forest School could not have happened without the support from the parents, teachers and
volunteers who give up their time each week to make Forest School what it is. Many thanks to everyone who
has been involved.
Mr Curnow, Ken and The Forest School Team

PSHE AND WELLBEING
PSHE LESSONS
Throughout the term in PSHE lessons we have been
discussing friendships and relationships and the
consequences our actions have on others. Prep 5 enjoyed
a teamwork challenge that involved building towers using
newspaper and tape, and this allowed us to explore the
benefits and disadvantages of working together. Prep 4
have been exploring the qualities of a good friend and
have designed some anti-bullying posters. In Year 3 we have been talking about tolerance and people who
help us at home, school and in the wider community. In KS1 and the Early Years, I have enjoyed visiting the
classrooms, sharing stories and chatting to the children. Prep 6 have started the SRE programme and are
showing great maturity in the discussions we have had about growing up and changing as they approach
puberty.
ONLINE SAFETY
Following scare stories and reports in the media about a sinister character that was popping up on the
internet, Mr Jones wrote to all the parents to highlight our message about being aware of the type of activity
your child is involved in online. Parental controls are important, as are discussions about keeping safe.
Recently a parent told me that they had received excellent telephone advice from the NSPCC helpline:
“If anyone is at all concerned, like me, about the amount of time or the content of online gaming and apps
over the holidays, I wanted to let you know about the brilliant - and free - resources from the NSPCC. I had a
really nice chat with an adviser (having been to the presentation last year at SG) about talking to the children
and agreeing a mutual pact with them. More understanding, less battling! They provided heaps of info on
limiting time, understanding the latest apps, blocking underage content and so on. “
I would recommend the NSPCC resources and information as an excellent source of support for families:
www.o2.co.uk/nspcc, www.netaware or contact the free O2 NSPCC Online Safety Helpline on
0808 800 5002, opening hours are Monday to Friday 9am – 7pm.

ASSEMBLY THEMES
Recent assemblies have focused on how we can make a difference and be a hero in our own way. We watched
a short film about a group of teenagers whose quick thinking helped to save a boy who was in danger. Through
discussion we decided that heroes can be kind, caring, brave and compassionate. We have also revisited the
anti-bullying message and explored ways that we can stand up to bullying by being a buddy, interrupting a
bully in action, speaking out against bullying behaviour and telling an
adult.
CHARITY DAY
Our dressing up and fundraising event this term was for Dementia UK.
We all had fun dressing up as older people or
grandparents whom we admire. In the Friday
assembly we had a fascinating talk from Mr
Nick Moran a neurologist and SG parent who
told us about how the brain works and
answered questions from Prep 5 and 6.

Happy Easter from Mrs Saxby

MUSIC REPORT
The Easter service in Wye church brought together many aspects of our talented Prep 6: the choral recitation of
‘There is a Green Hill Far Away’, clearly presented readings, prayers and musical leadership within the
orchestra. Many of Prep 6 have also given drama and musical presentations to Years 1 and 2 on their own
instruments, or in Elvie K’s case, by taking up the tuba! We look forward to tremendous performances in their
musical show next term. Prep 5 have shown impressive progress in their keyboard skills course, with Eleanor M
and Faith B performing their composition in
assembly.
DRAGON DAYS
Meanwhile Prep 3 and 4 children set a high
standard with a very successful run of
performances of our epic Alpine show ‘Dragon
Days’. There were acrobatic schauplatten alpine
dancers, a live Oompah Band, great character
acting, assured solo singing from Osten F-P,
Thomas B and Amelia G, but above all wonderful
singing and storytelling from the whole cast
whose final performances scaled new heights!
INFORMAL CONCERTS
We enjoyed two Informal Concerts divided
according to House Groups, with many debut
performances from new learners. The guitar
ensemble continues to develop impressively, the
Ceilidh Band has performed Klezmer tunes and a
stylish Haydn
Menuett, and the
orchestra plays
regularly in
assemblies and
concerts with a fine,
strong tone. All our
music-making this
term has been ably
supported by our Gap Students, Mr Hutchings on
saxophone and Miss Dickson on trumpet. We are
privileged to have such talented young musicians
working with the children, whose enjoyment of
music is so infectious and inspiring.
Thank you to all our dedicated visiting music and
LAMDA teachers, and to our parents for
supporting regular music practice. Thank you to all
those who have clearly named their instrument
case - and a reminder for others to please do so!
Enjoy your holiday even more by playing your
favourite pieces and learning some new ones!
Mrs Jones

FRENCH
It has been another busy term in the French department. I would
like to start by thanking parents for supporting our two successful
Cafés de l’école, as well as Prep 6 for hosting both events and Mr
Curtis and all the kitchen staff for preparing the lovely croissants
and pains au chocolat.
In the first part of this term, Prep 6
learned about countries and nationalities
while the second half of the term was
dedicated to studying a French short
story: La Sorcière du Placard aux Balais
(The Witch in the Broom Cupboard) by Pierre Gripari. The children put a lot of effort
into making their own props and learning their lines to re-enact the story… all in
French. Both Mr Reed and Mr Jones who attended the show were impressed by the
children’s accents and their ability to recall so many lines.
Prep 5 wrote long and detailed paragraphs describing their towns to start with, moving
on to learn about directions and various prepositions of place. They also enjoyed
creating Où est Charlie? (Where is Wally?) posters. More recently, they have been concentrating on learning a
song they are going to perform at the Château’s talent show next term.
In Prep 4, the children learned to say where they live and created
a wonderful written display in 4L room. In the latter part of the
term they worked on the story of Les Trois Petits Cochons (The
Three Little Pigs).
In Prep 3, the first half of the term was dedicated to learning
some useful French vocabulary for Forest School. The children
learned to name forest animals and plants. Moving on to an
Arctic theme, the children are now making igloos, following
instructions in French.
Year 2 have carried on singing their way through their lessons. They particularly enjoy La Chanson des Couleurs
and Bonjour by Alain Lelait. They have enjoyed learning about family members and most
were able to say what different members of their families are called. More recently, they
have created monsters and labelled their various body parts
As well as lots of singing and speaking and reinforcing colours and numbers to 20, Year 1
have been working on naming characters from Pierre et le Loup (Peter and the Wolf).
They have particularly liked listening to the story and naming the musical instruments.
Nursery and Reception have both learnt about farm and zoo animals this term. Nursery
have also enjoyed learning about space vocabulary through the means of songs and
playing with flashcards and watching several cartoons in French.
I would like to finish by thanking all the children who have regularly attended French Drama club on Tuesday
evenings. They have worked hard on memorising lines and should be ready to present their new play Le Chat
Botté by the end of next term.
Mme Leavey

SG—BRAMBLES
This term we have introduced the
Reception—Brambles partnership in
which our children have visited and
shared in a variety of activities with
the residents at our neighbouring
care home for the elderly. The age
range in the shared activities is 90+
years and it is wonderful to see how
both young and old interact and gain
such joy from the experiences.

Mrs Jones, who masterminded the scheme, writes:
“We have been delighted with the positive comments from children and residents alike, who after
three visits, greet each other warmly. The conversations flow more freely and the children’s energy and
enthusiasm encourages the residents to get involved in the activities. The residents love to join in with
our songs and one lady introduced some of her own favourite songs which the children immediately
responded to. The children have especially valued the time and attention which the residents give them
individually and confidence levels have risen significantly as they chat together and share stories.
More visits are planned for next term!”

The residents sent a Thank You card to children and staff
to express their gratitude for the SG-Brambles experience!
More visits are planned.

SPORTS REPORTS
NETBALL
As the Spring term draws to an end there are a good number of successes to highlight. The U11 girls netball
teams displayed some fine and positive performances, winning far more games this year compared with
previous years. This shows their determination and progression. The U9s have will have gained a lot of
experience from their games and I’m sure that over the next few years they will be a force to be reckoned with.
CROSS COUNTRY
Cross country was one of the high points during the term. There was the
‘BIG’ build up for the National Prep Schools’ Championships staged in
Malvern. We had a lot of boys and girls who took part in the time trials,
far more than previous years, and although all of the children came on in
leaps and bounds (excuse the pun) selection was given to those who
reached the target time. Next year will be very exciting as we have some
extremely talented runners coming through the ranks. The school fielded
strong teams for both Kent College Pembury and Ashford Prep’s cross
country events. The children excelled, earning high finishes and several
individual medals were won. Congratulations to everyone who
competed for the school.
SUMMER TERM
The summer term will be action packed. The girls move onto playing kwik cricket, a game they all thoroughly
enjoy. It will be the first year of not playing any rounders fixtures which will give the girls time to focus just on
their cricket. Both the boys and girls can also look forward to training and taking part in athletics. There will be
an introduction to many events such as hurdles, throwing and jumping. Leading on from this some children will
be selected to represent the school at the Kent Track and Field Championships being held at the Julie Rose
Stadium in June. And finally... SPORTS DAY!
Mrs Langford
RUGBY
This term has seen some fantastic progress with the boys’ sport. All of
the eligible boys have represented the school in various forms of rugby
from touch, to tag then tackle, and through to full contact. We have
played several variations of the laws with several age groups, and have
once again punched above our weight in terms of competing with some
of the bigger schools. The changes that the RFU brought into force two
years ago continue to help us as a small school and aid the development
of all of the boys, regardless of ability. Some of the boys achieved
colours, but what is true of all of them is that they enjoyed the rugby
season and especially the house rugby at the end.
HOCKEY
This year for the first time in my tenure at Spring Grove, the boys went to Ball Lane to try out hockey. They
absolutely loved it and both the U9s and U11s managed a training fixture each. There were no teams selected
as such, and all of the boys rotated on and off throughout several periods of the match. What we learned from
this is that next year we will have to fit in more hockey training and fixtures so we can see what they can really
do on the hockey pitch!
A great term’s work in sport for the boys... well done to all!
Mr Smith

House Match Results: NETBALL CHAMPIONS…. AUSTEN; RUGBY CHAMPIONS….. AUSTEN

OUR TERM—TEDDIES
This term the children have been involved with lots of activities for our Jungle
topic. They have made a variety of craft animals including snakes, tigers, lions and
parrots which ended in a very colourful display for our classroom.
The children have been preparing for spring and planting
in our garden, sunflower seeds have been planted in pots
and beginning to show tiny leaves above the soil – lots of
excitement from the children in anticipation. We have
made some beautiful butterflies for our spring display
board and great curiosity was shown in how the paint
colours changed when mixed together.
Teddies really enjoyed having the opportunity to see the
fire engine when it visited school for the reception class.
Those that wanted to were able to sit in the passenger
seat and able to try on a firefighters helmet – they all thought
the sound of the siren was very
exciting!
The children had a lovely time
searching for a special egg in our
garden which was then exchanged
for a delicious chocolate egg kindly provided by the school
PTA – Thank you!
We would like to thank all the parents for continued support
throughout the year from providing plants, bottle tops, and
plastic containers to tyres! It is very much appreciated.

We wish you a Happy Easter and look forward to seeing
you all next term.

Mrs Wells, Mrs Cox, Miss Fisher & Mrs Flynn

OUR TERM—NURSERY
It has been another busy time in Nursery this term. The children have all been practising their
cutting and pencil skills and, as I look around the nursery, I can see how their fine motor skills
are developing. Our themes this term were based around Winter, Chinese New Year and, at the
instigation of the children, Space. Chinese New Year was popular and the children enjoyed using
their chopsticks (some more proficient than others) to eat their rice and spring rolls.

The Space theme was very popular and, after a few false starts making the planets, the children
all helped to papier mache some balls and then paint them in the
correct colours. We flew to the Moon in our rocket and made fruit
rockets to eat.
The children have been practising
their literacy skills playing rhyming
games, listening to sounds at the
beginning of words and blending
sounds together to make words. Numeracy continues to
concentrate on numbers to 10 and we have been practising placing
numbers in order and writing numbers.
Our trip to the Rare Breeds Centre took place on probably one of the warmest days so far this
Spring - we met all the animals, some more smelly than others, and after eating our packed
lunches we set off to the Mysterious Marsh Maze. The children all amazed us with their
determination and balancing skills as they worked their way around the obstacles. We then spent
time in the play area with Miss Rall, Miss Terry and Miss Fisher joining the children in the play
tunnels (I’m not sure who was enjoying it more!).
Our term has ended with an Easter Egg Hunt in our garden - the
Easter Bunny very kindly left some chocolate bunnies to have in
return for finding the Easter Egg pictures which he had hidden
around our garden - and an Easter Bonnet Competition on the
final day of term.
The term seems to have flown by and the children all seem to be making fantastic progress. We
hope you all enjoy a restful Easter and look forward to seeing you all back in the Summer Term.

Mrs Clarke, Miss Terry, Mrs Upchurch, Miss Rall

OUR TERM—RECEPTION
It seems a long time since we started this term back in January, and we have packed a lot of
exciting activities in over the last three months. The children have made fantastic progress
across the entire curriculum. In Maths we have been focusing on number recognition to 20 and
beyond, addition and subtraction, before and after, telling the time, positional language and
problem solving.
In Literacy the children have been working hard
on their writing. We have seen some fantastic
progress in this area. The children have been
continuing to learn a wide variety of new sounds
and revising those already learnt.
At the end of January we had a fantastic trip to
the Gulbenkian to see ‘Hippity Hop’. We were
also very lucky to have the police and fire
service come and visit us in school. A huge thank
you to Mr Burwell for organising a fire engine.
Forest School has continued to be a fun, exciting learning
opportunity, despite it being very cold on occasions! The
campfire has become a particular favourite as to what snack it
will produce week to week. So far we have had s’mores and the
most popular to date - creating and cooking pizza on the wood
fire!
Our interests this term were led to ‘Australia’: this proved to be
an excellent topic with the children asking some fantastic
questions and bringing in many fascinating artefacts from home.
Well done to all those who created some stunning Easter Bonnets for the end of term, we were
very impressed with the wide array of designs. Thank you to
the PTA for organising our Easter egg hunt which, as always,
was great fun.
When we come back from the Easter holidays we will be
looking in particular at lifecycles and minibeasts, please feel
free to share any relevant items.
Finally, we hope you all have a well-deserved rest and we look
forward to seeing you all revitalised in the Summer term.

Mrs Lucy, Mrs Bissonnette and Miss Weston

YEAR 1: OUR SPRING TERM
We have had a busy term with lots of learning all round! We have continued to develop our literacy and
numeracy skills. Our reading and weekly
spelling tests are progressing well. We have
been developing our creative writing and
studying non-fiction and poetry in
Literacy. Most of us can count in 2s, 5s and 10s
- try and test us in the holidays!
We have also enjoyed experimenting with
measuring and capacity. Well done to all the
children. In Science we have been learning
about light and sound and in history dinosaurs
have been the theme! We have been reading
an exciting story as a class about Mary Anning.
A popular topic with all!

WYE TRIP
Our trip to Wye village was a success and we enjoyed our time in the
church and playing in the village playground!
FOREST SCHOOL
We have been lucky to have several turns in Forest School which is
always an enjoyable experience. This has helped all the children
learn about teamwork and cooperation with each other.
Thank you for your continued support this term and we wish you all
a happy Easter and have a lovely holiday!
Mrs Newman and Mrs Williamson

YEAR 2: OUR SPRING TERM
CHINA
We started the term focusing on China for our Geography topic.
It was fun to find out about various landmarks and traditions
from a completely different culture to our own. We finished the
topic off with a trip to a Chinese restaurant and the highlight of
the lunch was definitely the prawn crackers and duck pancakes!
SCIENCE
We lit the term up by learning about electricity and had lots of
fun making circuits, lighting bulbs, connecting buzzers and of
course, learning about safety with electricity too! We moved on
to forces and paper helicopters were a big hit!
ASSEMBLY AND MUSIC
Our Romeo and Juliet
assembly fitted in well with
Valentine’s day and there
were some great
performances from the
children. Music and
performance are becoming ingrained within the group with many of them
singing, playing and performing regularly at school!
KINGS AND QUEENS
A focus on Kings and Queens led us to find out about some of our favourite
royals. King Henry VIII, Queen Victoria, Queen Elizabeth II and of course the
popular choice of Mary I with her rather rude nickname!
ART IN NATURE
The children loved being outside for this project and our work
creating designs from natural materials inspired by the artist
Andy Goldsworthy made display of the week! There are some
excellent pieces in Mrs Saxby’s room too. A lovely hedgehog
and some super people and patterns all made from natural
objects found on the ground. Good job, Year 2 artists!
FUN RUN
We ended the term with a
Fun Run and had some
fantastic running and
enthusiastic smiles from all
the children. There were
some stand out performances and Sanjay bought home the gold for the Year 2
boys!
Happy Easter from Mrs Brogan-Jones and Mrs Saxby

SPRING TERM REPORT—PREP 3
Despite the relatively short Spring Term, there has been no let up in the volume and variety of Prep 3’s school
experiences at SG. Our two main topics have been the Anglo-Saxons in history and the Polar Regions in
geography and we have enjoyed exploring them in many of our lessons including Art, French and English. We
also had the opportunity to demonstrate our skills in the times table and reading competitions.
SPORT
On the sports pitch we have relished our first opportunities to represent SG in netball for the girls and rugby
and hockey for the boys. Whilst results didn’t always go our way, we all made great progress and are looking
forward to the summer season.
FOREST SCHOOL
Forest School has continued to provide a fun alternative to
traditional lessons and it has been wonderful to see the children
growing in confidence and independence as the sessions have gone
on. This term’s highlights have included our ‘authentic’ (and
therefore somewhat smelly!) Anglo-Saxon wattle and daub fences
and a visit from The Stour Partnership’s ‘Aqualab’ for pond dipping
and to learn about pollution in our waterways. As summer
approaches and the flora and fauna in at our new site becomes
more abundant, we look forward to exploring more of the area and becoming familiar with the natural world
around us. We are also very excited to head back to the coast once more to experience Beach School.
ON STAGE
On the stage, we explored what it
means to be British in our
Assembly whilst also discovering
that Mr Curnow has a drop of
Viking blood. Clearly the focus
over the last few weeks has been
delivering Prep 3’s significant
contribution to the Production
‘Dragon Days’. Prep 3 gained
confidence through the rehearsals
with their lively singing, acting and caprine impersonation. They certainly proved themselves to be ‘So Alpine’
and have already shown their potential to develop delightful characters on stage. There were a myriad of
costume changes and we would like to thank all the parents who coordinated the outfits and helped with the
props.
NEXT TERM
As we look forward to next term there is, as ever, lots to be excited about. We will be back on the stage
performing in our assembly on 7 June. Our first visit will be to the ‘Living Land’ Show at Detling. In history we
will be looking at the Vikings and Normans. As part of these studies we’ll be looking to play out the Battle of
Hastings on the very ground it happened with a visit to Battle Abbey. All this will take place along with the
usual selection of sporting fixtures, house competitions and musical
performances.
Have a wonderful Easter Break - We look forward to seeing you all again on
24th April.
Mr Curnow & Mrs Langford

SPRING TERM REPORT—PREP 4
January saw the start of an actionpacked Spring term. 4L got us off to a
flying start with their amazing Maths
assembly, followed by 4D’s Health and
Safety assembly. This term has also
included Spelling and Tables weeks, with
very exciting House competitions.
Forest School has continued to be an
essential learning experience and Prep 4
have enjoyed creating immersive Forest Art,
owl boxes and the fabulous Spring Grove Dome.
Our friendships also flourish in the Forest and
we are immensely grateful to Mr Curnow, Mr
Lutz and the parent team who have guided us
every other Tuesday.
In February, Prep 4 visited Samphire Hoe for a
‘Stoneage Day.’ We were extremely lucky with the weather as the sun
shone in a blue, cloudless sky all day, and the children enjoyed learning about how cavemen and women
survived, how they made cave paintings and what music they listened to.
The display in the entrance hall shows off our adventures.
The reading competition was closely contested, with many Prep 4 pupils
auditioning to be chosen. The talented representatives from Prep 4 were
Isla, Leo and Wilfie, who read ‘The Terrible Triplets’ from The World’s
Worst Children 3. The school, especially the younger children, loved
David Walliam’s humour and were captivated throughout. Wilfie was
delighted to be crowned the eventual Prep 4 winner.
In History, the children have been busy building cardboard replicas of medieval castles. Those should be on
display for all to admire early next term.
There have also been some great individual and team sports achievements
in the past few months. To name but a few, Isabella and Olivia were both
selected to play for Hockey Ashford U10s, Thomas won an important tennis
tournament, and Alfie continued to shine at different rugby and equestrian
events.
All will certainly agree that this term’s pinnacle was the outstanding
performance of Dragon Days. Credit must be given to all the children for
their hard work in the weeks leading to the the event, whether learning
their lines, singing the many songs or prop making. Many children shone on
stage and it was delightful to witness the emergence of new talents.
Well done, Prep 4... you have had a busy and productive Spring Term! See
you all back at school in the Summer Term for more fun and adventure!
Miss Drury

SPRING TERM REPORT—PREP 5
Although it’s a well-used phrase—it’s fair to say that it has been a busy and productive term in Prep 5.
Expectations continue to be high, and I was thrilled to see many pupils exceed these aspirations in a variety of
curriculum areas. Both myself, Mr Jones and Mr Dankert have been impressed by the level of maturity the
children have shown when attending the 11+ clubs before and after school. The children’s determination and
resilience should be congratulated - we have even been able to smile (albeit very briefly!) whilst tackling the
variety of verbal, non-verbal, maths and English practice papers. Long may this continue.
IT’S ALL GREEK TO ME!
The children have
thoroughly enjoyed
reading ‘Who Let the Gods
Out?’ a comical novel by
Maz Evans in which the
main character, ‘Elliot’
meets a variety of Greek
Gods. This will set the
children up nicely for their
next History unit ‘The
Greeks’, which they will
start in the Summer term.
This Greek focus has been echoed during their art lessons in which they created Greek patterns and vase
designs. In fact, 5R enjoyed the Greek Gods so much they decided use it as the focus of their class assembly. It
was just your usual assembly really -daughters jumping out of heads, fathers eating babies and Aphrodite
liking the look of every male in the room, all rounded off with a joy good sing-song!
GREEN EGGS AND HAM
In this term we also celebrated World Book Day with a range of activities. These were kicked off by 5D’s
assembly which included a wonderful rendition of the Dr Seuss classic nonsense poem ‘Green Eggs and Ham’.
It turns out that after a lot of rejection the
main character does in fact like said meal!
Would you believe that English has even
crept into Maths lessons with many children
producing brilliant investigations exploring
the relationship between word length and
number of words on pages to the
complexity of the novel. The children were
able to apply skills they had been taught
earlier in the year as well as using the
Chromebooks to present their findings with
impressive accuracy.
SPORT
There has continued to be success on the sports field, and many Prep 5 children are now pivotal players when
competing against other schools. With a number of good results in rugby, cross country and netball we are
looking forward to the Summer term where cricketers kwik and otherwise will be able to ‘hit the competition
for six!’. We might even have an opportunity to discover a tennis ‘ace’ or two! And with that string of awful
puns Mr Dankert and I will leave you to enjoy a well-earned rest, ready to return for a Summer term of fun,
fine weather, and further learning!
Mr Reed

SPRING TERM REPORT—PREP 6
This is the term when Prep 6 all shoot up a
little bit and really start looking and acting
more like Senior school pupils than
primary school children. All of the children
in the year have worked hard this term:
some have gained more half and full
colours, some have made significant
strides in their academic work, some have
achieved more on the sports field than
they thought possible, and most of them
have been ill at some point!
Everyone is excited for the Easter
holidays, not only because of the time off,
but for some they will be hitting the
slopes in Austria with the school. Also, the
end of the holiday marks the start of their
final term here at SG.
There is still lots to look forward to and
enjoy, but the time is fast approaching
when they start asking about their parts
in the final show and thinking about
moving on to their next schools. The most
important thing now is to really immerse
themselves in the school environment
and appreciate that it truly is a great place to grow! They’ve got their last three months of growing to do, and
I’m sure they’ll have fun doing it.
Have a great Easter break and see you back fresh in the final term of the year.
Mr Smith

PTA NEWS
ADVERTISE IN THE MESSENGER
If you would like to place an advert in the Messenger,
please email chair@sgpta.co.uk for costs and terms &
conditions.

SPRING GROVE SUMMER BALL
Huge thanks to our hard-working Ball committee
for organising this year’s Summer Ball—it promises
to be a truly stunning event and the circus theme
will provide opportunities for the children across
the curriculum in the Summer term.
Tickets are already selling fast, so hurry and book
your place now!

DATES FOR YOUR DIARY
QUIZ NIGHT—NEW DATE Friday 10 May

PTA GENERAL MEETING
The SG PTA met on 12 February. Please > click here to
view the full minutes of this meeting.
This year’s committee and class reps are:
Committee:
Chair - Mrs Boyd (chair@sgpta.co.uk)
Secretary - Mr Lutz (secretary@sgpta.co.uk)
Treasurer - Mrs Jones (treasurer@sgpta.co.uk)
2nd Hand Uniform - Mrs Rimmer
Summer Ball - Mrs Rimmer, Mrs Courtenay-Snipp,
Mrs Borg, Mrs Reilly, Mrs Makin

EASTER EGG HUNT
A big thank you to the SG PTA,
the Easter Bunny and to all the
parent helpers for the Easter
Egg Hunt.

Class Reps:
Teddies - Mrs Miller-Jones
Nursery - Mrs Miller-Jones
Reception - Mrs Savory & Mrs Garland
Year 1 - Mrs Miller-Jones
Year 2 - Mrs Battershill and Mrs Newman
Prep 3 - Mrs Savory and Mrs Clarke
Prep 4 - Mrs Borg
Prep 5 - Mrs Doswell
Prep 6 - Dr Taylor & Ms Herrmannsen Smith

HAPPY BIRTHDAY… (Up to 20th April)
Camilla B, Dexter W, Hector H, Issah K-G, Angel N,
Christian O, Hamish S, James H, George H, Sophie H,
Osten F-P, Oskar W, Florence C-H, Finn C, Alfie A, Matilda
& Arabella B, Ella B-M, Kirtan P & Mrs Coast

Headmaster’s Scholars of the Week
Flossie Alexander-Andrews for excellent
Creative Writing in her own time.
Well done!

Old Springrovian, Alex S (18) is available for
babysitting. She lives in Challock and has her
own car - 07725657724

Lost Property
Hugo G
Daniel H
Rory B
Mehetabel M
William R
Felipe T
Zach M

-

Roan E
Mary B

-

Blazer
Blazer
School Coat
Navy Fleece and Sea Conch
Wellies
Blazer
Navy blue Rukka waterproof
trousers (named on inside tab)
Named Games top
Coat

CONGRATULATIONS
Headmaster’s Stars
Austen: Mariella C, Sophia B, Finn C, Alice R
Chaucer: Felipe T
Conrad: Anna M, Amelia G
Dickens: Svamin S, Celina D-R
Colours
Art
Half - Mylie W, Eleanor J, Eleanor M, Alexander S,
Annabelle W
Full - Darcey C, Emmy M-S, Aneira P
Drama
Half - Celina D-R, Elvie K, Mehetabel M, Noah R-C,
Flossie A-A, Edward C-S, Evie D, Hector H
Music
Half - Darcey C, Noah R-C, Angel N, Alfie A, Thomas B,
Olivia D-M, Amelia G
Netball
Half - Phoebe B, Emily B, Celina D-R, Jess E, Elvie K,
Mehetabel M, Emmy M-S, Abigail W, Alice R,
Full - Anna M
Challenge Awards
Bronze - Eleanor J
Gold - Alice R
Swimming
Safety Skills - Thomas & Samuel Makin
Athletics
Pentathlon, Bronze Level - Abigail W
Pentathlon, Level 10 - Dexter W
Gymnastics
Proficiency Award, Level 8 - Willow A

Jelly the Giraffe
Congratulations to
Conrad House
for winning Jelly
Jelly..

1. Conrad (6954)
2. Dickens (6936)
3. Chaucer (6318)
4. Austen (6070)

